Guidelines to elect Fellow of Indian Cryogenics Council

1. Must be a member of the ICC for at least 5 years.

2. Minimum qualification: B.Tech. or M.Sc. Qualification may be relaxed in special cases with significant contribution in the field of cryogenics, low temperature physics and related areas.

3. Must be well known in the community of cryogenics, superconductivity, low temperature physics etc. Also, must be actively contributing to the fields at the time of nomination.

4. Preferably age must be more than 50, unless the credential of the candidate is extraordinary

5. Nomination can be made by anyone of the Fellows and should be supported by at least one Fellow

6. Maximum Nomination/ Support by ICC Fellow will be restricted to one

7. The committee Constituted by EC will examine the nominations and they will recommend the names to EC for final approval

8. The nomination hard copy should be sent to President, Indian Cryogenics Council.